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Rather more than a year ago, Dr. Hennecke published his *Neuentstamentliche Apokryphen*, which comprises a German translation of the numerous writings and fragments included under that comprehensive title, together with Introductions by various scholars. On all hands, the work was recognized as worthy to stand side by side with Dr. Kautzsch's *Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten Testaments*. Its value is now greatly increased by the issue of an elaborate *Handbook* which supplies detailed accounts of the literature of the subject, and, when necessary, furnishes reasons for the opinions to which expression is given in the Introductions to the several works, and in the notes appended to the German translation. These two volumes supply the student of the apocryphal writings of the New Testament with a thesaurus of material gathered by a band of experts, whose judgment on the complex problems involved has the authority of specialists.

A large share of the work has been done with conspicuous ability by the editor,—a 'country parson,' who mentions the drawbacks of rural seclusion. For the loan of books, however, he expresses gratitude to the authorities of the University Library of Göttingen, and of the Royal Libraries of Berlin, Munich, Leipzig, Hanover, Bonn, and Halle,—an incidental statement which seems to show that German scholars have some advantages which their English co-workers do not possess. Some idea of the range of the *Handbook* will be given by mentioning the names of some of the best known members of the editorial staff, together with the works entrusted to them: Dr. Paul Drew of Giessen, *The Didache*; Dr. Krüger of Giessen, *Epistles of Ignatius and Polycarp*; Dr. Arnold Meyer of Zürich, *Gospel according to the